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Conference stresses democracy
Educating the masses not easy panel says
By Kara Hull
NEWS EDITOR

lames Mayfielil nevei liked civics
classes.
"it was like chloroform, it put
me to sleep," he said, laughing.
But now Maviii'kl. 72. doesn't
have trouble staying awake when
he talks about how he made a
career out of a subject he once
despised.
Emeritus Professor of Political
Scic nee SI the University of Utah,
Mayfield has worked with the
U.S. Agency for International
Development for the past 40
years, returning in June from a
yearlong stint in Hiilali, Iraq as an
international
development
advisor with the Iraq Local
(.nvernance Project, lie was one of
six panelists at Friday's "Education

lor Democracy" conference held
in the Union.
The conference was 8 joint
project between the University's
Social Philosophy and Policy
Center, the Department of Political

Science and the International
Democratic Education Institute.
Fluent in Arabic. Mayfield
supervised five Iraqi states
— about 40 percent of the
country's population — in the
effort to educate citizens there
about democracy through a
hands-on approach. Using
250 Iraqi facilitators, most with
undergraduate and master's
degrees, his team helped
the
residents
establish
neighborhood councils, assisting
with the election of the council
representatives.
According to Mayfield, the positive reaction to the councils—and
what the citizens asked of the new
board — was awe-inspiring.
"This was the first time in
history where they understood
that they could vote," he said. "It
was very interesting to watch how
quickly the Iraqi citizens began
to put pressure on these councils
that were established."
Discussing the importance

of teaching democracy in the
world, the way Mayfield did in
Iraq, was the purpose of Mdaj 3
conference,
said
event
moderator Albert Dzur, an
assistant professor of political
science at the University.
"The conference is undermined by the idea that democracy
is more than good constitutions
and well-formed institutions," he
said. "The necessary support for
democratic structures and the
culture of democracy, the culture of citizenship — this is why
education
for
democracy
matters."
And it's not just content that
needs to be taught, said Alden
Craddock, assistant professor in
the University's School of Teaching
and Learning and director of the
newly-established International
Democratic Educationlnstituteon
campus But instead, democracy
education consists of knowledge,
skills and attitudes, he said.
"We can't just stand on

content, but along with that we
have to teach skills and attitude.
he said. Opening two months ago
on campus, the IDE1 partners
with various countries in teacher
training programs and focuses on
how to best teach democracy, how
to deliberate with others, making students better citizens and
helping them to make choices
based on facts, Craddock said.
Sharing what works in some
countries and doesn't in others is
central to the institute, he said.
Working with a similar
program at Ohio Stale University
for the past decade. Craddock
has found that the ability to
share teaching tactics with other
countries has shown that active
Icacliingaiidleaniingaicthc'iiiosi
Important and most widespread,"
elements in teaching democracy
worldwide.
"For many of you in the United
States that may seem very
DEMOCRACY. PAGE 2
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IDEAS: Alden Craddock, director of the University's International
Democratic Education Institute speaks at Friday's conference.

Rx delivery part I QUIETING THE HERD
of new plan at U.
By Holly Abrams
FkCULTT SCHATE REPORTER

A new opportunity will soon be
available for faculty and staff to
have their prescriptions filled
on campus with the option of
having them delivered.
Offered through the Student
I lealth Center, die new program
will begin Jan. 3.2005.
One of the main goals of the
new program is to provide convenience for faculty and staff.
"Our hopes and desires are to
make the service more available
for faculty and staff so they won't
have to run off campus for a
prescription," said Glenn
Egleman, director and physician-in-chief in the department
of Student Health Services.
The idea for such a
program cameaboutwhen Puffer,
Egleman and Classification and
Compensation Analyst in the
Department of Human Resources
Pat Kelly, visited two sites alreadyproviding
pharmaceuticals
for faculty and staff: Michigan
State and Western Michigan
universities.
The practice seems to be
becoming more common on
campuses across the nation,
said Puffer, But the University
will still be at the forefront of the
movement, she said.
Beginning now faculty and
staff are encouraged to fill
out a registration form for
demographic information. A

statement of privacy must also
be signed to protect the rights
and security of both the health
center and staff member using
the program, according to Cindy
Puffer, pharmacy coordinator in
die department of student health
services.
Any pan-time or full-time
employee, their spouse and
dependents can use the service.
Employees do not need to be
under the University's health care
plan to use the service, Puffer
said,
Staff are open to help
employees regardless of what
health insurance plan they have.
"We'll be able to support faculty
and staff with insurance issues,"
Egleman said. "We'll be much
more convenient and located
right next to where they work."
In conjunction with the new
service an interactive web site
to refill prescriptions is now
running. Faculty and staff can
also call in prescriptions via telephone, email or by visiting the
t enter in person.
Participants can have their
prescriptions delivered to any
on-campus building. There
is a S2 fee per delivery, not per
prescription. They will be
delivered confidentially in a
sealed envelope with only the
recipient's name and delivery slip
attached.
The delivery system appeals to
HEALTH, PAGE 2

By lustm Pope
IHt «SS0CI»ttD PRESS

presentation the University
makes to parents and
prospective students," Waddle
said. "We're very interested in
maintaining the experience as
people come into campus."
Unfortunately, some of
the homes on Wooster Street
have deteriorated under the

tuition is rising sharply and
many schools are still fighting
through budget cuts. But the salaries of the highest-paid college
presidents are also increasing,
according to a survey out today.
The number of university
presidents earning more than
half a million dollars jumped
again this year — though overall
they remain a small minority.
Seventeen presidents of
public universities and systems
will cam more than $500,000 this
year, up from 12 last year and six
the year before, according to The
Chronicle of Higher Educations
compensation survey. Tuition
at four-year public colleges rose
10.5 percent this year.
At private colleges and
universities, the number of
presidents earning more than
$500,000 row from 27 to 42
in fiscal 2003, the last year for
which data are available for the
private institutions.
Johns Hopkins University
President Wdliam Brady's total
compensation of $897,786
topped all college presidents.
The University of Washington's
Mark Emmert is the top earner
among public presidents, with a
package that will total $762,000
in pay and benefits.
Several education experts
said the figures aren't necessarily a sign of excess, given the
competition for strong leaders,
who are at least as valuable in
tough times as in flush ones.
Many of the top earners preside over complex
institutions and manage thousandsof employees. At schools like
lohns Hopkins, they also oversee
teaching hospitals.
"Certainly in the private
sector you'd be paying four, five,
six times more for the same
function," said David Ward,

PROPERTY, PAGE 2

SALARY, PAGE 2

Steven Garner BG News

HE'S OFF: P.J. Pope runs over Marshall defense Saturday, the last home game of the season.
The Falcons rolled to a 56-35 victory, quieting the Thundering Herd. Wide receiver Cornelius
McGrady was injured just before halftime, but not seriously. For full coverage see page 5.

Property purchases are long-term investment
By Zach Herman
SENIOR REPORtER

The University is expanding its
reach across East Wooster Street.
In recent months, the school
has closed deals to purchase
several properties on the south
side of the newly widened road,
opposite the string of residence
halls and Greek units that run
along the thoroughfare.

Local
residents
need
not fear the possibility of
University intrusion into their
neighborhoods, however.
While the school claims strategic interest in the health of
the residential area abutting
campus' southern edge, aggressive expansion is not in the
blueprints.
"We haven't really targeted

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

growth or a lot of building over
there, in part because we know
it's going to be a long time for
us to be able to acquire properties in a grouping that would
allow for real construction,"
said Bob Waddle, assistant vice
president for Capital Planning
"At this time, we don't have any
specific plans."
The University's current inter-

ests are primarily cosmetic. As
the main entry point to campus
from Interstate 75, East Wfaoster
Street serves as a first impression
of the school for many visitors,
for this reason, the University
sees benefits in ensuring the
beauty and vitality of the
surrounding neighborhoods as
well as campus itself.
"We take great pride in the

TUESDAY
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Salary
figures
concern
many

U. purchases
aim to preserve
comer of Bast Wboster Street
anil South (.ollege Drive.
supervision of corporate
Waddle
stressed
the
landholders.
non-predatory nature of these
" I he landlords have not been
acquisitions,
its attentive to the homes" as
ihcse properties are very
some previous, singlc-laniilv
Important to us, but we're not
owners, Waddle said, the prime
knocking on their doors," he
location of theproperties means
said. "We're really not doing
lessors have little Incentive to
this to expand
make substantial
the acreage of the
improvements,
University."
knowing demand
Waddle estimates
will be high regardthe University still
less of condiiion.
has more than 500
To
combat
.ic res of usable
landlord inattenspace
without
tion and improve
appearance,
the
Including the recent
recently
revised
last Wboster Street
Campus
Master
purchases.
Plan recommend'
The University's
ed the University
ultimate plans for
purchase some of
the space are still
BOB WADDLE,
these
properties
ASSISTANT VICE
unclear.
as they become
PRESIDENT FOR
Waddle says there
available.
CAPITAL PLANNING
is nothing definiIn October 2003,
tive, but he does not
the school bought
envision extensive
the former home of Community
Lutheran Church after the development thai hlurs the
church had closed. I hat space border between campus and
residential neighborhoods.
is now used extensively by the
Still, the school is likely not
Chapman learningt (immunity
at Kohl Hall for meetings, clone woddng to improve the
aiea. he said
performances and other events.
"I hope that the entrance
More recently; the University
to the city is kept up and very
added a single home neal the
intersection ol Bast Wbostet presentable, and however it
works out ii works out," Waddle
Street MK\ North Mercer Itoad
and two properties next to the said Unit's a very long term
popular culture bufldins on the ciuesiiou."
PROPERTY. FROM PAGE 1

SALARY. FROM PAGE 1

presideni ol the American
Council "iv Education, which
represents universities, lirn Boyle,
president ol ( ollege Parents ol
America, said high salaries aren't
necessari!) a problem, since
Ending a strong leader can hold
tuition down in the long run.
Still, the figures concern sonic
observers,
"i don't underestimate the
important work they do," said
Roger Bowen, general secretary
Hi the American Association
of University Professors and a
former presideni in New York's
state university system, "Bui
I think they're starting to look
more like < I ( Is than college
presidents, and I think public
trust Is a real issue.'
I Inmedian
salary
lor
presidents
at
public
institutions was $328,400. This is
the first year the Chronicle lias
computed a median salary fot
those presidents, so ii cani say
for sine whether the median
increased
Hnl il lias Hacked median
salaries al private schools.
which lasi year rose i!) percent
to (459,643 ai private research
universities.
Ward said the increases are
being driven less bj raises than by
hig jumps when schools recruit
someone new
lor instance, at Washington,
where
Emmert
earned
O0 (including a one-time
relocation
Incentive),
his
predecessor earned $296,400 and
the interim president $405,000.
laxpayersdonl toot the whole
bill to pay presidents al many
public
universities.
Private
foundations contribute at least
pan of the presidents salary at
nearly hall tin' public institutions
ihe chronicle surveyed, up from
one-third last year, with a median
amount of support of $100,000.
Bui
such
arrangements
have also caused conflicts over
influence Vfter a dispute with the
UniversityofGeorgia Foundation,
the hoard of regents overseeing
the system there voted recently
ii pa) the salary of presideni
Michael Adams entirety with
State funds, I le will earn $637,966
this year.

Julie OiFranco BO News
SPEAKING OUT: Conference panelist James Maytield, center, makes a comment during discussion Friday
An emeritus professor of political science at the University of Utah, Mayfield spent a year in Hillah, Iraq

"These
properties
are very
import an I
to us, but
we're not
knocking on
their doors."

to introduce democratic ideas. Grzegorz Mazurkiewicz, left, program director of the Center for Citizenship
Education in Warsaw, Poland and Glen Biglaiser. assistant professor of political science at BGSU, were
also part of the six-person panel.

Educators discuss democracy
DEMOCRACY. FROM PAGE 1
common.

hut

it's

not

necessaril)
that in other
places," he said. "Active
teaching ami learning is basically
having panic ip.mm instruction
in youi classroom, not stand
and deliver as Im doing right
now ... II yon want to teach

democracy, you have to be
democratic, so your classrooms
must be places of democracy;
Remove the authoritarian
structure
of
a
teacher
standing in front, speakingdown
to the students who are passively
pursuing knowledge."
Hut
education
aboul
democracy goes beyond mere
techniques, said panel member Grzegorz Mazurkiewicz,
program directoi of the Center
for Citizenship Education in
Warsaw. Poland.

BGNEWS
CORRECTION
In Fridays issue, the
article
"Play
tackles
abortion,"
mistakenly
named the University's
Theater Department as the
producers of the event.
The department is aiding
only with the technical features of putting on the play
BGSU graduate student
Paula Kainen. playwright,
is the sole producer Ol this
production, gaining help
from additional outside

Love is...
Hot Diamonds

"The question is not how to
leach civics, but how to reach
those who need it." he said. "A
serious group of ever) society
is excluded from democracy
and society agrees with this.
I hat almost in ever) society
there is a kind of agreement that
'those guys they're not citizens,'
although, officially, they arc
citizens."
Mazurkiewicz
says
the
double standard of democracy he has seen in Poland is
evidence that education in
the classroom alone is insufficient to bring societal change.
Politicians in Poland, he said, use
politics as stepping-stones fot
bettet careers, not asa"means to
create a democratic society."
I am saying ii is not enough,"
he said. Aon cannot teach by
active methods... to live in a
society that does not allow these

things. You cannot ask students
to lake a voice tor themselves
ii teachers, adults, patents do
not warn to listen to them. This
double reality is true"
That's why, according to
Craddock, teaching skills and
attitudes along uith knowledge
are "crucial to being democratic
citizens."
"In my sense I don't think
that we can just expect in a
society that's in turmoil — in a
society where we have cross
pressures and interests —
that we can leave this jus) to
hopefully arise out of interactions with human beings and
the goodness ol nature," be
said. "Hut thai we can also, as
educators, MM forth examples
and help students understand
the processes lor taking what
they see around them and
making it heller."

Rx program spells service for some, sparks questions for others
HEALTH. FROM PAGE 1

some faculty
"I rhink its gieat that they're
doing dial and it offers a real
good benefit to people on cam
pus. especial!) with the prescription deliveries loi a noini
rial fee.' said leresa Mel ove.
special assistant lo the dean in
the1 Department of Continuing
and Extended Education
Directoi oi Education Abroad
in the Center lor International
Programs, Sally Raymont echoed
McLoves thoughts.
I rhink it's a great idea and
il will save people lime, and
when ii stalls I will mcisi likely
participate," she said
I he Health Centei staff is
working towards a 24-hour
delivery goal, with Friday calls
for medication to he delivered
on Monday.
They hope lo have most ol the
prescriptions delivered between
IS a.m. and noon, Kilter said.
If the faculty or stall
member requesting the delivery
is not there at the time, they must
designate who can sign for the
prescription, such as a colleague
or secretary. Otherwise, the
delivery will not go through.
Currently there is planning
Underway to develop a method of delivering prescriptions
to the I'irelands campus as

well. Hut thai will likely entail
a three day per week delivery
schedule Instead of daily, and
the I iielancls cimicr must he
one of the designated people
to pick up the prescription.
according lo Puffer,
I acuity and staff may charge
prescriptions to their bursai
account ii applicable, or pa)
with credit card <» cash. Hm ail
delivery lees must lie huisaied.
lo add lo the convenience
and accessibility ol the new
service, the Student Health
Centei will he extending their
hours of operation in January to
8a.m. loll p.m. Monday thiough
Thursday and 8 am to i ..to p.m.
on Friday
In addition, faculty and staff
will no longer need lo sign in or
stand in line with students to go
to die pharmacy
Privacy with lliis new service
should not concern faculty and
stall. Puffer said, because there
aie DO student employees in the
pharmacv department Students
will not he delivering the
prescriptions either.
"We have a very qualified,
full time, professional staff
who an- here- lo maintain your
confidentiality and to educate and assist you in your
prescription needs," she said.
Three
benefits
of the

"We're going lo he
able to point people
to cost effect ire
genetics that they
may not know exist"
GLENN EGLEMAN, DIRECTOR OF
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES

program
.tie iis
convenience,
confidentiality and the fact that the
pii,imiacy is pan of the
University and thai the) vvcuk
haul to gel generic medications
and a lower CO pay lor eniplov
eesal the I Iniveisity. says Puffer.
"We'te going lo he right on
lop when those genetics tonic
out and get vim the lower
ed pay vet) quickly," Puffer said
"We're going to lake that on as a
challenge because we are
members of the BGSU health
care team We're also going lo
strive and work very haul to get
people on OUT formulary pie
scription drug plan."
A formulary is a prescription
lot which an employee )>ays a
lesser eft -pay (inroi the Centers
main goals is to save faculty and
staff money, said Egfeman.
Uc ie goingtu he ahlc to point
people to cost effective genetics

that they may not know exist."
:i! said. We'll lie able to
save them nionev and il will lie
lowei OUt-Of-pOCket costs.'
Oiher faculty are Interested
in learning more about the service before they transfer their
prescriptions
Tin not sure I see an
advantage
fot
ordering
prescriptions through the
University," said Allan Emery,
associate professor IntheEngUsh
i lepartment "Hm after i learn
more ol the delails it may be
ol interest*
[he Centei will continue io
Strive lo seive lacullv and Staff
as well as students. I gleinan
said, and othet changes ate in
the works.
People should keep the i

open io new improvements in
the Student Health ( inlet down
the toad." he slid. '

Prior in this, the Centei only
offered lifestyle medications al
adecreased price tui employees.
That program began in 1999.
Its been rm desire since that
time lo expand die program,"
Puffer said. "It's something I
think we can do a really good
job with."
' iliim -. An/.' Visit uwiuteu
edu/pharmacy fbi mow information in malt rxtalk9bptet
bgsu.edu.
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CONTEST: WE WANT TO 'PIMP YOUR PAD'

CAMPUS

Do you have a stylish or unique apartment or house off
campus? If you do, enter in our Pimp My Pad contest. Then
we can help you make a good thing better. The winner will
get a gift certificate to buy more cool stuff. Please turn
photos into The BG News at 210 West Hall. The winner will
be announcecd in our special Housing tab in December.

get a life
^^■■^^

STAGGERING DEBT
BizFact

hltp-J/cvails.bgsu*duy

8:00am to 5:OOpm
CMAI Annual Campus-Wide
Kwanzaa Celebration Ticket Sales
The event features a presentation
of the seven principles of Kwanzaa,
African dancing and drumming, a
soul food dinner and door prizes!
Admission is $8 w/ student ID,
$10 non-students and $5 children
under 12.
424 Saddlemire
8:00am - 6:00pm
"Design Exposition, Architecture
322" Models from the Architecture
322 Course
Union Galleries

9:00am to 2:00pm
Kaplan Table
Sponsored by Alpha Epsilon Delta
Union Lobby
10:00am to 2:00pm
UK Abroad Table
Sponsored by International
Programs
Union Lobby
10:00am to 3:00pm
Sideline Squad Recruitment
Men's Basketball will be recruiting
for the Sideline Squad team and
also promoting a meeting with
Coach Dakich on Nov. 17
Union Lobby
10:00am to 4:00pm
Ticket Sales for Fashion Show
Sponsored by Black Student Union
Union Lobby

11:00am to 4:00pm
Life Flight Fundraiser
Sponsored by Dance Marathon
Union Lobby
11:00am to 5:00pm
Apollo Night Ticket Salesr
Union Lobby
12:00pm to 1:00pm
Caring for Yourself While Caring
for Others
All who work at BGSU are caring
for others. Women are often
expected to be the primary
caregivers at home and at work.
Although the examples are
limitless, this group is for you if
you care about BGSU students, if
you are doing extra while others
are in Iraq, if you care for an
animal, if you have children or
elderly parents (or both), if you
care for yourself...
108A Hanna Hall
12:00pm to 3:00pm
Toledo Zoo Ticket Sales
This is a fundraiser for Dance
Marathon
Union Lobby
3:30pm
Family & Consumer Sciences
Presentation by Gary Kaiser

308 Union

Borrowing for college

6:00pm to 7:30pm
Catholic Newman Club Weekly
Meeting
Catholic Newman Club is an
official student led BGSU
organization open to all students
and other members of the
BGSU community. The mission
of Catholic Newman Club is
to empower our members and
others towards spiritual and
intellectual growth. We do this
by spreading the message of the
gospels through service to others,
exploring social justice issues,
retreats and prayer services, and
many social activities.
For More Information Contact: Erin
Battistoni, St Thomas More Parish
St Tom's Parish

10:00am to 5:00pm
Thanksgiving Food Drive
Sigma Nu will be collecting food
and giving out information.
Union Lobby

Total U.S. student loans for undergraduate
and graduate students:

8:00pm
Music at the Forefront: Cleveland
Composers Guild
Event is free and open to the
public.
Bryan Recital Hall

9:00pm
Last Comic Standing
Knock Knock? Who's there, you
ask? The Bowen-Thompson
Student Union is sponsoring a
"Last Comic Standing" at BGSU
Come show off your talents in the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Black Swamp Pub. The comedian
standoff will begin at 9 p.m.
Black Swamo Pub

RISING COSTS: College costs including loans have increased by over 100 percent in the last
decade.

Web site offers textbook trading deals, respect of far flung students
By Laura Collins
RE POUTER

It's that time of the year again.
when students trade in
textbooks the; paid S60 for and
get perhaps $10 in mum.
A corporation out of Baltimore.
Switch Textbooks, Inc., is
hoping to gtve students another
option this December. By going
lo the corporation's web site,
?>v\ itchtexihooks.com, a Student
can trade their textbooks for
ones he or she needs.
The concept is basically this:
Students interested should
go onto the weh site and fill a
questionnaire about the books
they have and the books they
need. I lie system automatically
matches students with others
who have or need their book.
Alter the student with the book is
notified, he or she has four days
to send the book. The student
receiving the book then has to
till out a satisfaction statement
saving the book is what they
wanted and it is in the condition
it was said to be in. Whenever
someone sends a book, he or she
gets positive trade credit and

"Book prices continually rise and publishers
make new editions to make used books
obsolete,"
WILL OESANTIS
CO-FOUNDER OFSWITCH TEXTBOOKS

whenever someone receives a
book, the person gets negative
trade credit.
Co-founder Will DeSantis said
that he and co-founder Patrick
Nagle came up with the idea
when they went to a bookstore
to exchange a book and noticed
that the girl in front of them had
the IxKik he needed. DeSantis
said the idea expanded from
that to where it is now, with l he
website expected to debut in
•1,000 schools across the nation
next month.
DeSantis said a program like
this is important, especially
now, because tuition costs are
rising and students are looking
for ways to save money.
"Book prices continually
rise and publishers make new
editions to make used books

obsolete," he said. "We want to
put power back in the students'
hands."
Universitystudent Erin Platzer

said she thinks the web site is
a great idea.
"Textbook prices have
gotten out-of-hand lately, she
said "It's easy to go in and
spend upwards of S300 on
books that you only use for
four months."
She said that hopefully
this web site is successful
enough to cause publishing
companies totake notice and
lower textbook costs.

DAILY ADVISING TIP
Any Questions about registering for classes
on the web? Call the Registration Help Line
at 419-372-7777 for assistance

rhe website's service is
described as a hybrid of NetFlix,
ka/aa, and eliav and is expected

to begin this December. The site
will make both new and used
textbooks available to Students.

Awareness Week with
Habitat for Humanity of BGSU
loin us November I5-I9th to raise awareness ol povcrft hous rig!
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Into table in the Union
PRE] KENS

Wednesdaj
III II Man dm

Sponsored by Advising Network
1

Thursday
!).i\ ol* silciu r °am-5pm

1
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It's Time to Start Shopping
For 2004-2005!

Bowung hum 9-11 pm
11,tliit.it meetings arc held the 2nd and lib Monday
eacli month at'•: 1 jpin in 10(17 ISAA

• Visit our website at
www.newloverentals.com
• Email us at newloveinfo®
newloverentals.com
• Stop by our only
office
• Professional
Management
• Professional
Maintaince
• NO parental
guarantee
• Some with pets
permitted
Rentals
• No application fees
www.newloverentals.com
• Over 400 to choose
from

*E

NEWL9VE

Give us your email address & we'll give you
updates on new listings
as they come available.
WE HAVE ONE & TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE FOR SECOND SEMESTER

NEWLWF
Ki-nt:iN

332 S. Main St.
419-352-5620,

newloveinfo " newlbverentals.com

2- Bedroom Apartments
starting at $580/month.
Heat & Cable Included!
1520 Clough St. • 352-0164
Office Hours: 9:00am- 4:30pm or visit us at
www.universityapartments.us
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"Great day, great day."
Ijti Peterson relative Gwen Kemplc. upon leaving the
San Matoii ounrv,Odif^courlhousewhere Lacfshunand,
Scott, had jus) been found guOty "I muidec
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Death of Arafat brings optimism
Yasser Arafat died vfednesday, but
some people would argue that he
died at least two years ago. He
was holed tip in his Palestinian
compound since 2002, and has
been completely left out of the
peace process between Israel
and Palestine
All he managed to do in his
final years was obstruct anyone
win i tried to bring peace betvt een
the two countries. He was only
a roadblock, which perfectly
describes his lifetime legacy
The United States, Israel and

probably many Palestinians have
been waiting for Arafat to die
for years.
lie created a system of
corruption and terror within
Palestine and botched an) and
every opportunity for peace. He's
been on the top ol many peoples
I cant wail tor him to die" list,
along with Fidel (astro, Kim long
ii and Saddam Hussein
Vrafal will go down in history as ,i terrorist and the man
who ruined two good opportunities for Israeli'Palestinian

peace; first, the Oslo Accords in
1993, and then the Camp David
negotiations in 2000.
He had countless opportunities for peace and he screwed tip
every last one: He was invited
to Washington by Hill Clinton
more limes than any other world
Icader.hcwasoffercdaPalestinian
slate in ihe Gaza Strip, the West
Hank and last lenisalem, and he
wasn't held accountable for the
blood on his hands,
New York limes columnist
Thomas Friedman called Arafat

Which group of people
are the actual extremists?
I nthe2004 Presidential
election, the top exit poll
issue was morality. Thai
is why liberal whining and
sociai extremism must end.
For four years, President
Hush has been called a social
extremist His views on gay
marriage, abortion, and the
role of religion have beei i
bashed. But on election day, ii
was liberal views that took the
real bashing.
So maybe you should ask
yourself who really has the
extreme social views.
Since most I ilierals tend to
believe that all ol their views
arc centrist, we need to define
extremist Simply put, it is
someone on the fringe. It is
someone with views that arc
so far left or right that they are
absurd or laughable.
President Bush and Senator
Kerry are against gay marriage
but supports civil unions.
President Bush wanted a
constitutional amendment to
ban gay marriage (but not civil
unions) while Senator Kerry
wanted to leave the issue
completely up to the states.
The issue was left to the
states, and Ohio voters
supported a ban on both gay
marriage and civil unions by
a 60-to-40 margin. Senator
Kerry would have done
nothing to slop this, yet Bush
is die only one called
an extremist.
Approximately 48 percent of
women voted for Bush. Don't
they know that Bush is
pro-life? How could they,
under any circumstances,
support this extremist?
The simple answer is that it
is nol extreme to be pro-life.
Perhaps many women
actually believe that life begins
before birth and that it is
precious and valuable.
What is extreme is when an
organization claims to
represent women but
abandons all women who

ADAM
SWARTZ
Guest Columnist
hold pro-life \ tews, What is
even worse is when such an
organization associates itself
with Scott IVterson because
he was being charged for the
murders ol his eight-month
pregnant wife and her unborn
child. It does not send a good
moral message.
The organization described
is the National Organization
for Women, and it threw Its
support behind Senator Kerry.
What is also extreme is
when a powerful self-proclaimed feminist fails to leave
her husband and sue him for
everything after teaming of her
husband's repeated incidents
of infidelity. What a nice job
Hillary Clinton did to teach the
feminist inside every woman
to shut up and blindly stand
next to her man. Maybe some
of the 48 percent of women
who voted for Bush find these
ai lions lobe lacking in
moral value.
Bush is pro-religion and he
shows it. That's not surprising
since polls consistently show
thai between 80 to 95 percent
of Americans believe in some
sort oftiod.
I lowever, then is an effort
out there to stop the
government from having any
religious ties, whether those
involved having'under God"
in the pledge or "In God We
Trust" on currency.
Supporters of this effort
argue that it is an Issue of
tolerance. But tolerance is a
two-way street. Our country
is based on religious principles. The freedoms of speech
and religion mean free will.
Therefore, ii should not be
extreme to ask a small
minority to show tolerance to
our government's
religious ties.

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET

Maybe die issue of morality
extends to the deeper network
of people who support certain
candidates.
Dan Ratiier wanted to nail
Bush so badly on his National
Guard service for the past
Bye years that he allowed a
shoddy report to air. Il is not
surprising since Rather vowed
in siick around for four more
years after his distaste for the
2000 election result. These do
not sound like the actions of a
misted and moral journalist.
Michael Moore entered into
the realm of political issues
years ago because he hated
when views were oppressed.
Now, he is what he once hated.
I lis so-called documentaries
oppress views he does not like
I le calls them documentaries,
even though documentaries
are supposed to be factually
based — and thai means all
relevant bets, not half-truths.
If you have seen "Fahrenheit
9/11," 1 also recommend the
film Michael Moore Hates
America.'' You may be
surprised at how creative
editing can make an extremist
appear so moderate.
George Soros spent nearly
S30 million to oust Bush. I
don't think the billionaire who
desi roved the Asian market in
1997 sends a good moral
message for the Democrats.
By comparison, the Swift
Boat Veterans spent $13
million.
So when it comes to social
extremism, look where the
Democratic Party stood on
moral issues this year. Look
at what people and organizations stood with the party.
Think about how vocal these
people and groups were in
trying to make their views
appear moderate.
Thankfully, loud shouting
does not mean that views are
popular. That's why 59 million
annoyed people said in one
loud, clear voice, "Shut up!"

CARRIE WHiTAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green siaic University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419)372-6966
E-mail: thenews^bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
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win a Nobel Peace Prize in 1994.
Arafat wasn't completely
bad, however. One of his great
accomplishments was that
he united several polarized
factions of the Palestine
Liberation Organization.
He
united
Palestinian
Christians,
Muslims,
pro-Iordanians, nationalists, radicals and moderates. In the 1960s,
Arafat alsobroughtthe Palestinian
struggle into die world spotlight
and created an infrastructure to
keep them there.

After Arafat, a new and
uncertain chapter has been
opened in the Middle East.
Since he held onto power
until the bitter end and never
groomed a successor, many
different Palestinian factions
will wrestie for power. Finding a
rallying figure like Arafat will be
difficult, if not impossible.
But with Arafat gone, the
Palestinians can finally elected
a level-headed leader who won't
squander every chance for peace.

irTMtt FiNALgESTiNS
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Keep laws, beliefs separate
Now that the election has
passed and the fervor
and anger has subsided I
wanted to address a serious issue
that I have noticed developing in
the Conservative mind set.
Ohio was just one of 11 states
that recently passed a ban on
gay marriage, citing religious and
moral reasons as justification. In
fan. many Christians voted for
President Bush on November 2nd
because of his moral and religious
beliefs.
As a result I decided to sit down
with the good book and do a little
research into what exacdy the
bible has to say about two gay
men living together.
Homosexuality is discussed in
the book of Leviticus; it is buried
amidst many rules of sexual
relationships such as not having
sex with your mother, father, etc.
The actual wording states; "Thou
shall not lie with mankind, as
widi womankind: it is abomination." (Lev: 18:22)... "They shall
surelv be put to death."
(Lev:'20:13)
Alright, so 1 accept the fact that
the Bible tells me that gay men
should not be sleeping together,
however, should this be the
foundation of our government's
policy?
To answer this, I continued
to read the book of leviticus
and stumbled upon other items

SAM
ADAMS

Guest Columnist
dial I found interesting. For one,
Leviticus states that "he shall take
a wife in her virginity" or "he shall
be defiled in the face of the lord."
I must say that the majority of
college students have probably
broken that little rule.
To make the point even clearer,
"and the man that commitleth
adultery widi another man's wife
... shall surely be put to death."
(Lev: 20:9). So let me make this
point — the Bible says that being
gay is just as bad as cheating on
your wife, if that's the case where's
die anti-adultery bill at?
Even worse, Leviticus also
states that if you curse your
parents, you are to be put to
death. Well I can tell you this, if
that's the truth, no teenagers are
ever getting into heaven.
As a result of what I have read,
1 call upon all good Cliristians to
immediately ban adultery and
stop cursing your parents.
The fact of the matter is diat
Ihe Bible should not be followed
when die U.S. decides to create
public policy. The Bible is full of
so many contradictions that it
supports not only Conservatives,
but Liberals as well.

Unless you Conservative
(]iristians wish to return to the
glory days of stoning your
children. I would recommend
that you stop attacking homosexuality. Imposing your religious beliefs on all Americans is
unconstitutional, and selectively
drawing portions of text out of
the Bibie to support your cause is
about as
anti-Christian as you can get!
Better yet, I challenge all of
you to actually study the work
ol lesus, and explore his radical
beliefs. You may soon realize that
lie pursued an agenda of helping
the poor and preaching tolerance.
After that startling realization
you may also begin to see that
lesus was far from Conservative;
he was perhaps the most
influential Liberal in the history
of the world.
Now don't get me wrong, 1 do
not wish to impose my personal
beliefs on anyone reading this I
am just asking all Americans, of
every faith, to please, stop using
sacred texts to govern our nation.
After all, the terrorists that we
arc now fighting in the Middle
Last govern through
religious doctrine.
There is a reason we as
Americans have separated church
from state, not because we do
not believe in a divine power, but
because we believe in the
freedom of choosing to

DIYRAL BRIGGS
FRESHMAN, EDUCATION

MATT LEININGER
JUNIOR, BROADCAST
JOURNALISM

ALYS0N LEE
JUNIOR, BUSINESS

LAUREN BRYANT
FRESHMAN,
HOSPITALITY MGMT.

"Cookies 'n cream
ice cream."

"My grandma's
strawberry pizza."

"Marie Callender's
apple pie"

"Strawberry
cheesecake"

What is your favorite dessert?
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the "Teflon Guerrilla" because
none of his brutal actions marred
his image as a peacemaker.
He was responsible for
murdering 11 Israeli athletes at
the 1972 Olympics, killing two
dozen Israeli school children in
Ma'alot, activating me intifada
in 2000 — a movement where
bombs were strapped to children
and sent to Israeli busses and
pizzerias — and perpetuated
the idea that Israel should be
utterly destroyed.
All that, and he managed to
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a
current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
i

POUCRS
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, war and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes, ftrsonal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous
submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest CcJumn."0nry
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do nol necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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MONDAY

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Friday

November 15,
2004

At IPFW in Fort Wayne, 7 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL

Tuesday
Hosting Akron, 7 p.m.
This weekend

www.bgnews.com/sports

Hosting MAC tournament at
Anderson Arena

BOWLINB GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

HOCKEY

Thursday
At Wayne State, 7:05 p.m.
Saturday
Hosting Wayne State, 5:05 p.m.

SWIMMING

Saturday

Hosting Notre Dame, 1 p.m.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Saturday

At DePaul in Chicago. 2 p.m.
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BRIEFING
BG football back in
the national spotlight
The Bowling Green football
team is back in the top 25 for
the first time since the end of
the 2003 season.
The Falcons are now ranked
No. 24 in the ESPN/USA Today
coaches poll and No. 25 in the
Associated Press poll.
If the Falcons finish the year
in the top 25 it will be the second time in the school's history
that feat will be accomplished.
The first time it was accomplished was last season.

Cornelius McGrady
injured, but released
from the hospital
Bowling
Green
wide
receiver Cornelius McGrady
went down with an injury during the Falcons' game against
Marshall this past Saturday.
The senior was down for
several minutes before being
taken away in an ambulance.
Upon arriving at Wood
County hospital, he was given
an X-ray and a CT scan, neither of which found anything
out of the ordinary. However,
McGrady did suffer a significant concussion from the hit.
McGrady's status for the
Falcons' season finale against
Toledo is unknown as of
now He will be a gametime
decision for next Tuesday's
regular season finale.

Best-selling
author tips
offseason
for Falcons
By Elliott Schreinw
SPORTS EDITOR

The Bowling Green men's
basketball team kicked off their
season in a civilized way Friday
evening
Instead of bumping into
opposing players and building up a sweat, they welcomed
author John Feinstein to speak at
their annual tip-off dinner.
Feinstein spoke of his times as
a sports writer and talked about
FEINSTEIN. PAGE 6

Falcons thunder over
Herd, back in top 25

Falcons finish year
5-0 at home and
beat Herd in final
MAC tilt at the Doyt.

By Mam Hritzak
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The BG football team more
than stood up to the challenge
of facing the top ranked MAC
defense.
They dominated the highly
touted Marshall defenders,
gaining 543 total yards to win
56-35, extending their winning streak to seven games.
Omar lacobs shined.
throwing for 389 yards and a
career-high five touchdowns
against the Thundering Herd,
who were surrendering only
191 yards through the air per
game and 17 points.
"We expect to put up points
no matter who comes in front
of us," lacobs said. "Whoever's
the top defense in the nation
or the conference, we just
have that confidence that
we're going to put points up
on them."
Running back Rl. Pope
slashed through the Held,
scoring three touchdowns
(two rushing, one receiving)
and totaling 138 yards.
"Pi's a quality back." said BG
head coach Gregg Brandon.
"He's hard to tackle. He has a
low center of gravity and he's
got deceptive speed."
The BG offense came out
firing right from the start. On
the opening possession of
the game. BG inarched 80
yards on seven plays, capped
off by a 17-yard touchdown
pass from lacobs to lames
I l.iwkins, to give them the first
score of the game. Charles
Sharon, who finished with five
catches for 168 yards and two
touchdowns, caught a 33-yard
pass on the second play of
the game for the Falcons first
big play.
BG hit with two more quick
strikes in the first quartet
Pope's 1-yard touchdown nin
and Steve Sanders 13-yard TO
reception gave BG a 21-7 lead
alter the first quarter.
The Herd battled back to
trail by one score midway
through the third quarter as
both squads traded touchdown drives back and forth,
leaving BG with a 35-28 lead.
"I was telling the guys. I ley
we can't make this a score,
they score, we score, they
score (game)'. We had to step
up and make stops," said
safety Keon Newson.
BG's defense settled down
from there, allowing one more
score to Marshall on their final
six possessions.
"The whole key to winning
football games is keeping peoFOOTBALL, PAGE 6

By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

Steven filrner BGNews
BRINGING IT DOWN: Bowling Green's Steve Sanders hauls in a catch against Marshall Saturday. Sanders
finished the game with six catches for 116 yards as the Falcons beat the Herd, 56-35.

Women's hoops bounced from WNIT
Falcons are first to
fall victim to No. 9
Buckeyes in tourney.
tyFJMtSclraimr
SPORTS EDITOR

The Bowling Green women's
basketball team dropped their
season opener to No. 9 Ohio State
in the first round of the preseason
Women's National Invitational
Tournament this past weekend
in Columbus.
The women started the game
out strong, but the Buckeyes had
too much fire power and won the
game, 89-41.
The Falcons were actually
beating the Buckeyes, whom BG

head coach Curt Miller considers
a strong contender to win the
national title this season. After six
minutes of play the Falcons were
leading 14-8.
"There was a stretch during the
first six minutes where we played
with them, if not outplayed
them." Miller said.
The Falcons' main problem in
the game was containing Ohio
State center Jessica Davenport,
whom finished the game with 17
points, five rebounds and three
blocks.
"We rolled the dice and played
a sagging man defense," Miller
said. "But then they made 13
threes."
OhioState'sAshleyAllenwasthe

Seniors
leave on
high note
atDoyt

major benefactor of the Falcons'
gamcplan to stop Davenport. She
came off the bench to hit fiveof six
three-pointers and collected 17
points and five boards, forward
Caity Matter, whom Miller said
is one of the top shooters in
the nation, was the only other
Buckeye to score in double

"Our mindset is
already to IPFW.
There's definitely a
feeling that we can't
wait to get back on
the court Friday."
CURT MILLER, HEAD COACH

figures. She hit two of her four
threes and scored 12 points.
The Buckeyes shot a
surprising 65 percent from down
town after hitting just three of 16
from beyond the arc against the
Australian Institute of Sport in an
exhibition game.
"You can always second guess
yourself," Miller said. "I Tike what
we did to Davenport."
For the Falcons, no players
scored in double figures. Casey
McDowell and Megan Thorbum
each scored nine points as the
team shot just 36 percent from
the floor.
It was a bad day tor the Falcons,
but one Miller said he doesn't
regret going through.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT VVVW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

"1 still don't go back on my
statement that it was a win-win
game,' he said. "Our name is
being thrown around the nation.
Even though it was a large loss
and a disappointing loss, it is still
just one loss."
The Buckeyes continued to
roil yesterday in a 76-29 win over
St. loseph's, a team that is picked
to finish second in the Atlantic
10 this season. A game like that
makes the Falcons' recovery from
the game that much easier.
"I think Ithe players) are over
it already," Miller said. "Our
mindset is already to IPFW.
There's definitely a feeling that
we can't wait to get back on the
court Friday'

for the Bowling Green football
team, games don't get much
bigger than Saturday's.
The Falcons were trying to
send their seniors out on a
high note in their last game at
Doyt L Perry Stadium.
They were trying to send
Marshall out on a sour note
in their last game against the
Falcons as a member of the
Mid-American Conference.
And they were hoping to
keep their chances of winning
the MAC West alive with a win
that would force a three-way
tie.
Each of their three missions
were accomplished when they
laid waste to Marshall in a
56-35 drubbing
"That was a hell of a win
for our seniors," BG head
coach Gregg Brandon said.
"They won more games than
any Bowling Green Iclassl in
our history and they put up
the most points ever against
Marshall."
The Falcons took it to the
Herd from the get-go, going
into the half with a 35-20
lead. They stretched their
lead to as many as 28 points in
the fourth quarter and humiliated the Herd's defense, which
was ranked first in the MAC
coming into the game.
And even though the
Falcons' offense was happy
with their numbers, they know
they could've put up more as
they let time expire at the end
of the game with the ball on
Marshall's three yard line.
"I wanted to score one more
on them," BG senior center
Scon Mruczkowski said. "It
was great to give them that
loss as a going away present."
It wasn't all fun for the
Falcons, though, as play was
stopped with 20 seconds left
in the first half when wide
receiver Cornelius McGrady
went down with an injury. The
senior lay motionless on the
field before an ambulance
took him off the field.
The team was worried about
McGrady, but it was found out
that he just suffered a concussion.
"1 think Corn's going to
be okay," Brandon said. "I
think he just got a good old
fashioned slobber knocker."
Other than the injury to
McGrady, the day couldn't
have gone better for the
Falcons.
For senior safety Keon
Newson, he wishes the season
wasn't coming so close to an
end.
"Being around these guys is
so much fun," Newson said
of his team. "There's so much
love on this team and we are
all just about each other."
That love was given back
to Newson and the seniors
from sophomore quarterback
Omar Jacobs.
"We just wanted to send our
seniors out on top," he said.
"I don't think they ever beat
Marshall and we wanted to
send them out winners at the
Doyt."
The Falcons accomplished
that mission, up next is a game
atToledo.Nov.23.
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Falcons too much for Herd Volleyball experiences
offensively and defensively up-and-down weekend
FOOTBALL. FROM PAGE 5
pie out ol theendzone," Brandon
said. "I would've liktil to have
seen us not give up quite as many
points, (but) our defense ilid a
nice job."
With undei three minutes
remaining in the third and the
Falcons up two scores, Nevvson
linked oil a Sum Mil! pass thai
was lipped by lineman Ryan

Newble and returned ii 12 yards
Ui! ,i touchdown, essentially
putting awaj the Herd for good.
'Il was jnsi a good play by the
interior lineman," Newson said.
"Those guys, if they can't get to the

quarterback, they get their hands think they were anything that we
haven't seen all year."
up. I had an opportunity, and I
Falcon Notes
look care of it"
Sharon's two touchdown perComing in l<> the game, much
emphasis was put on stopping formance gave him 12 receiving
Ihe Marshall defensive line, TD's on the year, which is a school
which had a combined 19.5 sacks single season record... lacobs 389
between their two starting ends. passing yards tied his career-high
thai he recorded against Ohio
lonathan Goddard and lamus
Mai tin. Ihe Heal recorded one earlier this season, and his 32 ID
sack on the day, early In the first passes leads the nation ... I he
quarter, and BGs offensive line defense forced four turnovers on
gave lacobs time to sec the field the day, three interceptions and
one fumble recovery... Pope has
and make plays.
"I guess I expected a little bit scored at least one touchdown
more of their defensive line.' in seven straight games ... lovon
said center Scott MruczkowskL Burkes led the team in tackles
"They played hard, but 1 didn't with 10 and had two for losses.

This was doing it the hard way
for the Bowling Green State
volleyball team, which had to
experience the agony of defeat
and disappointment before
they could appreciate the joy of
SUCCCSS.W

A day after squandering a
2-0 lead against the Marshall
Thundering Herd to fall in five
games 1 •riilay at Anderson Arena,
the Falcon's recovered Saturday
night sweeping the Buffalo
Bulls to earn the No. 6 seed in
the Mid American Conference

Ibumament

Bobby Knight one of few
critics of Feinstein's works
Among the other notable
people Feinstein had gotten to
know over the years have been
Mankind basketball coach Gary
Williams, NC State coach Jim
Valvano and Duke coach Mike
Kryzewskt
He has covered the likesoffiger
Woods and Michael Jordan, both
of whom he admires, neither of
which are his favorite athlete.
ibat award goes to former 1 loly
Cross point guard Chris Spider.
Spitier was not recruited
out of high school and went
to Holy Cross on an academic
scholarship. He played on the
school's junior vanity team his
freshman year and made the
team's varsity each of the next
three. Playing time did not come

FEINSTEIN. FR0MPAGE5
his relationship with IK) head
coach Dan Dakich, whom he
met in 1985 when he covered the
Indiana basketball team while

DakR h was an assistant coach.
It was during this time that
leinstem wrote his hook. A
Season on the Brink, The hunk
is the best selling sports honk ol
all-time, but not everyone lines
it.
Hobby knight, who coached
Indiana at the time is one of the
books critics.
"Coach knight was not crazy
about the hook. feinstein said.
"At one time he called me a pimp
and at another time he called me
a whore."
Bui Feinstein weathered the
storm thai came from Knight
and developed a sense ol humor
about the situation. A short
lime later, in an Interview with
Ahmad Rashad, he was asked
what he thought about knight's
comments.
"I told him'1 wish he'd make his
mind up so 1 could know bow to
dress in the morning.' Feinstein

easy

His coach told him'if for some
reason you End yourself playing
remove yourself, there's been a
mistake.'" I einstein said.
And to make matters worse.
at the time Holy Cross was the
worst team in the worst league in
I )ivision 1 basketball in the worst

conference in the nation Putting
Spitier in a good position to be

said.
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considered the country's worst
player.
But he persevered.
Each of Spitler's last three
seasons, he found himself
Starting In the team's final borne
game. His last year, he was the
only senior on the team and in
Holy Cross' last game, received

oneoftiie great ovations Feinstein
has seen
"Sports are not about the guys

who have it come easy," Feinstein
said. "That's why (hris Spitier isa
guy I admire.''
Since writing his book about
the Indiana basketball team.
Feinstein has written 15 books.
Many have been well-received
but it wasn't until his book about
Red Auerbach, l£l Me Tell You a
Story, that Feinstein would please
even the toughest of his critics.
As it turned out, Auerbach and
knight are good friends.
Upon finishing the book,

Knight to Auerbach he loved the
book.
"It took me 18 years and 16
books," Feinstein said. "But I
finallv got a good review from
Bobby Knight."

over Buffalo tonight... 3-0," Van
De Walle said after game. Thai
makes me feel really good."
No Falcon reached doublefigures in the loss to Marshall,
but BGSU had three in win over
till as Mohr led die way with
12 and four blocks assisted at
the net. karges and Taylor Iwilr
finished with 10 kills apiece.
Mandeline Means had a

By Jason A. Dixon
SENIOR REPORTER

IKISU will host Akron Tuesday
night at 7 p.m. to open the
first-round.
"This was a big win for us,
i specially after coming off an
upsetting loss to Marshall,''
Melissa Mohr said after the win
over the Bulls. "We were pretty
confident coming into the game
and we were expecting to beat
Buffalo, but we still knew that
they were than their record
indicated."
Mead coach Denlse Van
De While called the loss
to the Thundering Herd a
disappointment
Perhaps it's because the
Falcons (17-13,8-8) hit .227 and
.311 compared to Marshall's 125
and .237 in dominating the first
two games.
We had complete control after
the first two games, but came
out of the locker room and just
did not have the same fire and
that's puzzling to me," Van IX'
Wallcsaid.
Following the intermission,
BGSU looked more settled
without setter Amber Mareski.
who broke her ankle during the
first game when the score was
25- II. on the floor.
But the powerful arm ot the
Thundering Herd's H-foot-3
freshmen sensation Kelly-Anne
Billingly helped launch Marshall
I tack into the match with a 30-23
and 30-21 victory in games three
and four, respectively.
Despite never leading in the
previous game, Taylor Twite's kill
to open the fifth game figured to
set the tone. Van I >c Walle said

career-high 26 digs at the
libra position, while Chrissy
(Kitlike filled in at setter widi a
game high 38 assists, eight kills
and six digs.
\\e didn't have any chance to
prepare and 1 thought Chrissy
stepped In and did a great job
not having been training as a
setter in the last month," Van De
Wale said "We've strictly been
Julie DiFranco bofir*« training t hlissy as a libra in
PLAYING HOST: Taylor Twite and practice almost everyday ...
but that's just how gifted she is.
the Falcons will be playing Akron
because we've used her at just
at Anderson Arena tomorrow about even position, except
night in the MAC tournament. middle hlocker, since she's been
here."
following die loss.
Prior to the win. the three
No one told Marshall though.
BGSU seniors were honored
The Falcons jumped OUl to
a 7-5 lead prompting an Ml) with their parents.
Twite said she is looking
timeout, but the duo of Billingly
forwardtopullingoffa'C.indeivlla
and Ainlx'r Sims combined for
mn" in the tournament.
five kills as the Thundering I lerd
"We knew that il we came out
finished the game with a 10 I
and played how are capable,
run.
Van Dc Walle said the teams we would get the sweep, she
Said, "Who ever we play in the
performance without Mareski
tournament is going to be a
showed great character
lough opponent, but we leel
"We were jostling the lineup
hack and forth, then having pretty confident and we get a
lot ill people in COme out and
(Maggiei Karges set and (Emily)
support US."
Manser set." she said. "We just
Mareski
will
mist
the
worked haul and I felt that they
handled thai pressure very well. remainder of ha senior season.
because that was something but she hasn't lost faith in her
teammates,
unusual and you just don't
Not to mention her
practice."
candidness as she addressed the
BGSU knew there was a high
crowd saying, "Come out and
poSsibOit) they could start the
Support us ... because we're
MAC Ibumament on the road
going to kick some butt, whoever
wrth a loss to Buffalo.
The end result of that pressure we play.'
Our team is going to do
Ihe Falcons came out looking
as cool as the oilier side of the we'll and I'm going to lx' there
cheering them on, said Mareski
pillow, trailing only twice
standing on clinches. "1 had
during the entire match and
tun with this team, especially
never allowing the Bulls to
ibis year, we had a much more
hit over ,195 en route to the
three-game sweep Ml 21, 30-21, successful season... I'm just sad
Its over, but I know they're going
30-23).
to continue to do well.'
"I'm thrilled to get this win

>C*~ -r

WANTED

INTERESTED
IN MOVING
Oil ( VMI'US:'

Members of the audience to
serve as the jury for the

SPRING!

NEWMAN
HOUSING

St. Thomas More University Parish

iri There's Still Housing In BG i

Mock Rape Trial

• Double: $9007Semester
• Single: $1700/Semester
• Summer: $607Week

November 16,2004
6:30 - 8:30 P.M.
Union Theater (Room 206)

Come Join Our Community!
Located on rhuntin AM m ross from MacDonakJ M.iii
i ret Cable I Ulities Included
Free Puking icrou from OrTenhauer rowers
Onsite Kitchen and I aundn Facilities
Semester I eases (Fill and Spring)
No Pats

More Info: 372-0470

Contact: Karen Obringer at
352-7555
karertOattoma .com

Guilty or Innocent? You Decide.
LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2005-2006
SCHOOL YEAR

I ROOMS STILI ,
I \\ vn uur 10K

i HELPED SAVE a LIFE TODAY, i GAVE PLASMA.

1

Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.
We have Efficiencies
1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms.
3 Bedrooms, Duplexes & Houses

My roommate used to do it all the time.
Finally, she talked me into it. I was a little
nervous at first, but

it was really easy. It

didn't hurt and only took two hours. Then,
we found out that plasma was used to
make

Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
(across from Taco Bell)

medicines

for

people

with

Receive up to
$200
a
mi o n t h

)|( Listings available for Spring Semester 2005 *
hemophilia and other illnesses. I felt even
Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.
Hours:
M-F 8:30- 5:30 Sat 8:30- 4:30

better. The money didn't hurt either...it

Stop in and talk with the friendly staff at

going to give plasma. Because it's a way I

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.

can help other people...because it's the

319 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
www.iohnnewloverealestate.com

IL

r

D

helps make ends meet when money is tight.
But even after I'm out of college, I'm still

right thing to do.
You can help save someone's life by giving plasma. You'll receive $20 per visit.

BIOLIFE PLASMA SERVICES

419 425 8680

1789 E. Melrose Avenue • Findlay, OH 45840 • www.biolifeplasma.com
'..
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Soccer's season ends The big BCS question:

By Danielle Tanner

the MAC Tournament. It was
our third (championship] final,
so it was important for us to win.
It should raise the profile of our
program as well as make recntiting a little easier." Richards said.
Despite Friday's score. BC
put up a strong fight in the
loss. The defense held OSU
scorelessthroughthefirsthalfand
into the second, lust under ten
minutes into die second half.
OSU got on the l>oard when
Lara Dickenmann played a
ball into Danielle Dietrich, who
turned and sent the ball past BC
keeper AliShingler. Dickenmann
scored a goal of her own at 6257.
The goal was unassisted.
[he Falcons were unable to
come back offensively in the
remainder of the half. Shingler
had nine saves in her complete
match effort.
Richards gave Ohio State
credit for a hard fought game,
but also applauded his team's
performance.
"I think [Ohio Statel is a very
good team. Our performance
was one to be proud of. We

SPORTS REPORTER

Sadly, every good thing must
come to an end. The BGSU
women's soccer team ended an
exciting and successful season
OD Friday with a 2-0 loss to Ohio
State in the first round of the
NCAA Iburnamcnt. The match
was the Falcons' first ever NCAA
appearance.
The Buckeyes, seeded sixth
in the tournament and ranked
eight in the nation, will advance
to the second round where they
will face the University of Detroit
Mercy.
The Falcons end the 2004
season with a record of 10-122. The team came back from
a rough start to win the postseason
Mid-American
Conference Tournament and
move on to NCAA play.
BC head coach Andy Richards
acknowledged the importance
of the Falcons post-season
success to the women's soccer
program.
lire NCAA Tournament
berth was a result of winning

made them beat us. I think
we equipped ourselves against
them very well," he said.
Richards added that while
some teams might have
faltered after the second goal,
the Falcons stayed strong
deleusively and did not allow
and other Buckeye goals.
The team has played strong
all season, despite going
winless through the month of
September. The squad learned
from their struggles and game
back even stronger in the
second half of the season.
"It was a very mixed year,"
Richards said. "We learned
that we needed to be mentally
stronger. I credit our team
for the turn-around.
We
developed a strong personality
as a team that was able to win the
mast-win games."
While the team's seniors
have seen their last collegiate
socceractii >n, the 11 nderclassmen
will enjoy some time off before
winter break. After the break,
the squad will be back at work
preparing for the 2005 season.

Browns bowled over by the Bus
By lorn Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Pittsburgh Steelers protected their rookie quarter hack's
head - and his perfect start
Ben Roethlisberger became
the first rookie QB to begin
7-0 since 1970 as Jerome Bettis
had two short touchdown runs,
leading the Sieelers to a 24-10

win over die Browns yesterday
The Steelers (8-1) look
smashmouth football to a new
extreme, Pittsburgh linebacker
loey Porter bloodied Browns
tunning hack William (Ireen in a
light during pregame drills. Both
were ejected before the game
After handing New England
and Philadelphia their liisi
losses the past two weeks.
Pittsburgh figured to he due for

a letdown, That will have to wail

until next week - maybe ■ as
the Steelers remained the Ml l-s

hottest team with their seventh
straight win,
Bettis, starling in place ol
the Injured Duos Staley for the

second straight week, gainedlOS
yards on 29 carries, lie scored
Ml ID runs trcmi live and one
yards in the liisi half.
Betas had a chance to score
again, but couldn't get over the
goal line despite three tries from
Cleveland's 1 in the fourth.
The Steelers settled for left
Reed's 20-yard field goal with
12:25 left instead. I hey put the
game away moments later when
Aaron Smith Stripped IcITCarcia
and safer] Russell Stuvaints ran
ii In from 24 yards.
Roethlisberger
wasn't
spectacular, |ust efficient He
finished IO-of-16 for 134 yards.
IK'also had 41 yards rushing as
he smartly avoided pressure by
running irom trouble the few
times the Browns 3 61 were able
to gel him In any trouble.
Roethlisberger gained 13
yards on a key third and-1 late
in the third quarter, lie got
the Browns to bite on a take
handoffand ran around ten end,
picking up a nice block from

wide receiver Plaxico.Burress to
gei the first down
Carcia was under siege almost
ever) time he dropped hack. He
went 7-for- Hi for 110 yards, was
siicked four times and threw an
interception.
He was replaced by Kelly
Holcomb with <) minutes ten
and Steelers up by three IDs.
Holcomb threw a 7-yard TD
pass to Aaron Shea
The 104th game in the NFLs
fiercest rivalry was particularly
nasty - even before kickoff
Earlier in the week, Browns
defensive
tackle
Gerard
Warren threatened to go after
Roethlisberger's head, saying:
"kill the head and the body is
dead." Warren was warned by
the league on Friday to watch
himself or risk a suspension.
Then,
during pregame
warmups. Porter and Green
wildly exchanged punches near
the 50-yard line. Both were
ejected by referee left" Triplette
before the learns were even

Introduced.

Auburn or (Manama?
The doers' iionconference
slate served up three cupcakes —
Louisiana Monroe, The Citadel
and Louisiana Tech.
(Iklahomas iionconference
schedule at Icasi offered a couple
of solid teams in Bowling Green
and Oregon to go along with

By Ralph D. Russo
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Auburn made Its case on the field
- and off - and enough voters
were swayed.
The Tigers moved up to No. 2
in The Associated Press lop L'fi
on Sunday, bill they're notSuone.
Aubuin and Oklahoma now share
the spot behind No. I Southern
California in [he media poll.
And ihey're onlv separated in
the coaches poll by two points,
with (HI holding a slim lead.
The next thing to change will
he the Bowl Championship
Series standings, which come
out today.
i he annual debate about the
BCS is ahout to reach a peak.
With three weeks of football left
before the postseason matchups
are determined, the chances ol
three BCS conference teams finishing unbeaten is a possibility
use will play in the Orange
Bowl for the BCS title on Ian -I
with little protest if it wins iis
remaining two games,
As for Auburn and (HI, with
two wins each, one will he on
thewaj to Miami while the other
is left to wonder why a 12-0
record and a major conference
championship wasn't good
enough.
This much is clear: It llsi .
Oklahoma and Auburn all run
the table, a team deserving a shot
at the national championship
isn't going to get it. Nice-job, BCS.
Auburn and Oklahoma cadi
received 1,536 points in the
latest \i' poll. The Tigers got six
first-place votes and the Sooners
received eight, last week,
Oklahoma led Auburn by 43 and
had III first-place votes to the
tigers' three.
Aubum made a convincing
case Saturday against Georgia,
beating the Bulldogs 24-6. Ii was
Auburn's ninth Victor) ol the
season by at least two
touchdowns,
"I haven"! talked much about
the B( S uniil this point." Auburn
coach Tommy Tuhervillc said
Saturday 'We had to gel over this
hump because of how good that

team (Georgia! is."

Now, luherviiie is ready to talk

about the BCS.
lie made those comments
nol ai the postgame news

pushover Houston.

Jotin Bazemora APPtioto

CADILLAC CRUISING: Auburn's
Carnell Williams breaks away Irom
Georgia's Brian Jordan Saturday.
Auburn is one of three teams
vying to play in the national
championship game.
conference,
but
during
an impromptupostpostgame news conference in the
pressbox in uiburn. iubervilie
admittedly droppedbytodoalittle
lobbying
Who knows whether it helped'.'
Its doubtful thai he could nave
said anything thai was more
persuasive than his team's stellar
performance.
I he Sooners beat Nebraska
:it)-:i on Saturday night, bin
ii was their close calls the
previous two weeks against
Oklahoma
State
and
fexas \,sA! thai left the
voters questioning Oklahoma's
credentials.
I he Sooners beat the Cowboys
bj three and the Aggies In seven,
playing pooi defensively in each.
Despite
the
struggles,
Oklahoma's resume slacks up
well with \ul)urn's.
Both are 10-0 with three
victories
against
ranked

opponents.
the Tigers have been winning
more decisively, by an average ol
25 poinis. The Sooners average
margin is 16.8, but so far they've
played a tougher schedule.

"Strength ol schedule is
Important, but Its also how you
are playing.' Tuberville said. "It's
not like we've been winning by
iwo oi three poinis. We've been
pretty much naming our score."
Since heating LSI! 10-9 in
September, Auburn has been
running roughshod through
the Southeastern Conference,
including a 34-10 win at
Tennessee.
knowing style points count,
TUberville left his top defenders
in the whi tie way against (ieorgia,
hoping to blank the Bulldogs.

Oklahoma did the same againsl
Nebraska, but losi the shutout on
a field goal on the final play ol

the game
"It is funny how we find
ourselves in these circumsiances
at the end ol games," Oklahoma
coach Bob Sloops said. "It really
puts you In an odd position. I
don't like being in thai position.
Unfortunately, I lie way things are
these days, that's the way it is."
lo Oklahoma's credit, those
recent tight games came on the
road againsl ranked Big 12 teams.
\m\ the Sooners' IL'-tl win over
[exas came on a neutral field.
Auburn goes on the road
Saturday to race Uabama before
a likely rematch with Tennessee
in the SEC tide game in Atlanta
on Dec, 4.
Win those two and die Ilgers
won't have to answer any
questions about their schedule
strength.
Oklahoma's
remaining
schedule is easier with Baylor
and the Big 12 title game In
Kansas QtJ on Dec. -I against
one ol weaklings Irom the North
di\ ision, which doesn't bode well
tor the Sooners it Auburn wins

out
Or the BCS, which for all ils
iweaks ,uu\ revisions is again on
itswaj to soKing nothing.

DECEMBER GRADS!
Get your senior portrait
taken at the

'actuation
FAIR

Thursday, November 18
10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Multi-Purpose Room, 2nd floor
Dress appropriately, but just walk in and
have your free senior portrait taken!
Also:
> Purchase your cap and gown at the
graduation fair
> Order personalized graduation announcements
and have them printed on site
> Order class rings
Purchase diploma frames

> Order your Key yearbook

Everything you
need to graduate...
all in one place!

> Purchase graduation keepsakes and frames
> Purchase alumni apparel and imprinted gifts
Other organizations and services
represented at the Grad Fair
And much more...
Drawing for raffle prizes
Special package discounts

GREEN

STATE

Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST with
a bed and dresser per person, a kitchen table and chairs, and a full
living room set with lamps. Extra amenities included in select units are
French double doors, washers/dryers, basement patios and ceramic
tile floors.
The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom townhouses start
at $200.00 per person for five people and two bedroom townhouses
range from $182.50 - $200.00 per person for four people. We dare you
to compare- the competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up
today for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.
Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

BGSU
BOWLING

Campbell Hill Townhouses

UNIVERSITY

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)352-0717
Check out our website www.greenbriarrenals.com
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BG NEWS
BRIEFING
General praises
speed, execution of
U.S. ground assault
on Fallujah
RALLUJAH,
Ira
In
April. 2.000 Marines
rough) lor three weeks and
railed to take Fallujah from
its insurgent defenders. I Ins
time, war planners sent
si\ times the troops, who
fought theii wa) across the
rebel ciiN in just six days
n more quicklj than

Marine
general who designed the
ground attack said Sunday.
Gen.
Richard

Natonski said he and other
planners took lessons from the
failed three-week U.S. assault
on the city in April, which
waa called off by the Bush
administration
after
a
worldwide outcry over civilian
deaths,
I Ins time the military
swarms of aircraft
more than 20 types — diat
pounded the city liefore and
during the assault. Troops
also faked attacks before the
assault to confuse enemy
fighters,
Privately,
U.S.
military
Officials s,w April's assault
was botched by the Hush
administration, which forced
the Marines to attack with
Insufficient forces on just a
weeks notice and then called
off the assault before the city
wastakea

The BG News
Classified Ads
372-6977
■

Wanted

For Rent

3 Dec graduation tickets needed for
College of Education. Will pay.

•' 1 S 2 Bdrm Apts Starling 1/1/05,
low as S450 mo Rooms Avail, now
lor S225 mo Call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm.

740-3609220
Need a lemate subleaser from Jan.
to May S250/mo plus util. Close to
campus on N. Enterprise Please
contact Justine 330-323-0015.
Sublessor needed for nice 1 bdrm.
apt S370/mo. Call 419-353-6681,
leave message.

Campus Events

"Come serve as the jury lor Iho
Mock Rape Trial
November 16, 2004 6 30-8:30 PM
Union Theatre (Room 206)."

Travel

"'BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE'
5 Days From S279' Includes Meals.
Port Taxes. Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20. 01 Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World.
Road Rules. Bachelor!
it Beaches. Nlgt
Ethics Award Winning Company!
.-..',* BonnoBrftakTravel com

i 800-678-6386
IttSPRING BREAK!CAN(
ACAPULCO JAMAICA
From S459* Tax' FLORIDA S159!
Our Cancun Prices Are S100 Less
Than Others' Book Now'
Includes Broaktasls. Dinners.
30-50+ Hours Free Drinks'
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
/./..', SorinpBraak rrava .on
1-800-678-6386
#1 Spring Bra
rlottest
Destinations-Best Prices Book Now!
Campus Reps Wantod 1-800-2347007. endlesssummertours com
••*1 Spring Bro.tl, Welisitc
est prices guaranteed. Book 11 people, get 12th trip tree' Group discounts tor 6+w^w.SpringBreakPJs
counts.com
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's #1 Sludent Tour Operator Hiring campus reps Call for group discounts Inlo/Reservations 1-800-648
4849 www.sls1ravel.com
Spring Break 2005 Challenge lind
a belter price! Lowest puce specials!
Free Meals' November 6th deadline!
Hiring reps-earn tree trips & cash!
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

Services Offered

Ohio's new affordable online dating
service I mo Iree trial. Chatrooms
lor all Ohio colleges
www.sweetyfindor com

YOUR CM

S600 Group Fundraiser
Scneduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes. free) fundraising solutions EOUALS SI .000-2,000 in
ngs for your group Call TODAY lor a S600 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser Contact
CampusFundraiser (888)-923-3238
or visit camBuslund.raiset.com

2 or 3 bedroom (urnished apt.
Available Immediately
Close lo campus 419-352-5239

Babysitter needed starting Dec
19 mo old twins Must have transportation. Tues. and Thurs. Please
respond to swhite7@woh.rr.com
Babysitter/lutor needed. 10 & 14 yr.
olds Must have transportation,
weekends a must' Call Wonhee at
419-872-5586
Gel Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15- $125 & more per survey!
www moneyforsurveys com
GET PAID TO DRIVE
A BRAND NEW CAR! Now paying
drivers S800S3200 a month .
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today'
www.freecarkey.com
Motel desk clerk needed for all shifts
S6 hr. Please stop by Buckeye Inn &
Studios 1740 E Wooster 352-1520
Mr. Beefy's American Roadhouse is
currently hiring kitchen staff Applications will be available between 2
& 4 pm daily at Mr Beely's in Oregon & at Perrysburg S BG Jed's locations. Please apply within.
Painting, pan-time. S7/hr.
Carpentry or electrical exp. helpful
353-3938
Tired of SIVhr.?
Cutco seeks hard-working mdvls. w/
pos attitude, great pay. Flex schedules, training provided, cust sales/
srvc, interview in Toledo, work in
BG area, all ages 18*. Conditions
exist, to schedule an Interview
CALL 419-861-6134
Walt staff Apply within
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
465 W Dussel Dr Maumee

1989 Chevy Blazer 4x4 Has new
battery. CD player, and cruise control Asking S1200 Call Greg at
419-810-7241
Nikon F-3 Camera Tor safe"
Lots ol extras! S650 OBO
419-833-1955.

3 bedroom apt Excellent condition
Close to BGSU
Call 419-686-4651
Avail, now lor quiet faculty/grad stdt
No alcohol/no smoking. BG Nat'l
Historic Reg. Bay window w/ stained
glass. 2 bdrm . 1 1/2 baths, bsmt.
Ivg. rm.. din. rm.. kit. W/D. stove,
refrig 419-261-2038
Avail, now. 3 bedrm., den, 2 baths,
cable/phone hook-up in each bdrm.
5th St S750 mo 419-352-8872
Available Aug 15, 2005:
3 Bedroom Houses:
606 5th St S1,000/mo.
114 Ridge SI $1200/mo.
227 E Reed$1200/mo.
2 Bedroom House:
819 N Summit S400/mo.
3 Bedroom Apadment:
443 N Enterprise $600/mo
2 Bedroom Apartment:
112 Ridge SI 9 mo S400/mo /
12 mo. $350/mo
1 Bedroom Apartment.:
112 Ridge S350/mo
Efficiency Apartment:
443 N Enterprise S250/mo.
All close to BGSU.
Call 419-686-4651
FOR RENT - 3 bdrm house lor
200506 sch year, starling in May.
W/D. central air 606 Clough. $990
mo. & util 419-873-0635.

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
724 S. College Dr-2 BR unfurn apt
1 5 baths, starling at $425'mo.,
dep
S425 Tenant pays elec. NO PETS!
Assigned parking
422 Clough SI -2 BR unfurn
above garage. $490/mo plus all util
Deposit $490 NO PETS!
828 7th St. «2-2 BR unfurn apt
S475/mo. dep $475. Tenant pays
E.W.S NO PETS!
Spr Sem Rental List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Estate. Inc
Rental Office At (419) 354-2260
Office at 319 E Wooster St
across Irom Taco Bell

THE HOLIDAYS?

ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY SAVE AN EXTRA 10%

l;l.U.'<*f"i mu;W:lim I'llMMMUi
S
"VjH^

Brake Pads and Shoes

Includes FREE Inspection

..,.....,...„
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1
6
10
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Sportscaster Hannah
Magnitude
Leaf through
Pang
Actor Sharif
-mutuel
Upright
Org. of Park and Song
Wild goal
Famous threesome
Fast-food Bell
Scand. country
Singer Peggy
Custard dessert
Volunteered
Oven setting
Cyclades island
Author Grafton
Run naked
Hurried
Printers' measures
Haute. IN

Pipe part
No
street
Mine finds
Legendary Notre Dame
coach
Shooting star
Foot feature
Drive forward
Capital of Croatia
School supply items
"The
Grill"
Famous threesome
Betel palm
42
Cynthia of "Sen and
45
the City"
Vichy very
47
Gumbo veggie
50
Dread
52
Famous threesome?
Payable now
53
Giant with a retired
54
number
55
Bring to closure
57
Singer Gulhrie
61
Lament loudly
62
Captivated
Bashfulssib
63

64

Taunters reply to "Am. too!"
Chip scoop
Bullring cheer
Iliac intro
Come and get it!
Graduation ball
pro nobis
Individual
Accounting acronym
Famous threesome
Done
Folk wisdom
Go bad
Surfer's need
Whitney and Lilly
Yo-yo Ma's instrument
Iditarod ride
Slangy affirmative
Big name in toothbrushes

MTU MOT, OH HAT ANY COMMTfllM om«

Includes FREE
Alignment Check

'UPTOtUNlTAll VALUE PIR AjtlF
H,
MOCAMVOUI t AfiOM IXIRA
WO OTHER DISCOUNTS AfPl - EXPIRES Vi 04.&4

tit 17IH1/II

5W20; 5VY30; or 10W30 Included
Includes FREE Inspection
-MoM Can A Low Truck*

•o- Phil (nvMnnwilal «aa PHM Saiaa Ta»
HO OTHER DliCOUHTi APPIY . EXPIRES 1M*W

For Rent

Roommate, needed tor 3 bdrm. lurn.
home Quiet neighborhood, west
side ol town S250/mo 352-6644

Houses and Apts
1 -4 person-12 monlh leases
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917
Listing at 532 Manville Ave Office
or www.bgapartments com

Subleaser needed ASAP through
beginning ol Aug. Sterling Apts..
lully turn . $326 mo & util Call Jennifer (9371765-0731.

WE'LL REFUND 200%
OF THE DIFFERENCE!
find More Coupon* On-line: motinmmn.com
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Great houses & loc. 3-5 bdrms
Avail. May 05 or Aug. 05 Gas. air.
appliances, basement. Pets possible. 353-2382.

AND

«

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

util very nice, quiel. no pets, no
smoking 419-575-2412.

From Only
$465!
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Designer
look-e-/Jke. BAGS

Buy one bag at our
regular sale price and get
a second bag half off.

ACCESSORIZE
5333 Monro* St
419-841-8556

nmmyMii

On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

,*fE&CA

entrance

Management Inc.

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities

HOUSES!

• Pets welcome

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

• Convenient on-site parking

•-

05 May & August
Leases Available

i

.AMJrTMCMTS

N

I NonxiOapc*

Call419-352-9392
for current listing

NOW RENTING FOR
2005-2006
Call 353-5800

VA 01 IT ■ SOU AM

t

FREE I IEAT

Hillsdale Apartments
1082 Fairview
■ 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
3 Bedroom Townhouses
»Dishwasher
' Garbage Disposal
■ Washer/Dryer Hook-ups (2/3bdrml

These houses won't
last long

ass VARSITY
SS SQUARE

Call TODAY!

APARTMENTS

' Carports
■ BGSU Shuttle Stop
• Can Have up to 5 People
on the lease
Few open nowl

419-353-7715 t=J

FROBOSI: RENTALS

Evergreen Apartments

PREFERRED .1
PROPERTIES CO.
Extra Large Bedrooms AwailableT
www.preferredpropertiesco.com

Make your home at:
• Piedmont

HSEastPoe
' 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments &
Efficiencies
1
Laundry on Site
BGSU Shuttle Stop
15 minutes walk to Math/Science

A\YC\
Heinzsite Apartments
710 North Enterprise
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2 Bedrooms
Walk to Campus
Few opan nowl __

X\lY( \

Green Beaver Apts.
642 South College

• Mini Mall Apts.

• Triplex- small pets allowed

——J
Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30
530 S. Maple St.
Bowling Green, OH

■ And other locations!

419-352-9378

• Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed

Effc.& 2 Bedroom in House,
Pets allowed
3 Bedroom Townhouses
Can hold up to 5 people
Loft style
Washer/Dryer

Stop by the Office at

Cherrywood Health Spa

tf

f

50% OFF

For rent. 1 bdrm. apt. avail, end of
Dec 608 S. Mam apt B S3357mo

REt

Chaaala Luba

i

d
v d
3 X

1 1/2 baths/2 Car Garage

INCLUDES

FREE
Fluid Top-off•'
■atwMn Chan***

.1

8

Luxury housing 1 rm. left' Includes
all turn, w/ big screen TV & Jacuzzi
tub Contact Deb Kennard at
debkennard@comcast net

IN TOWN

in if unit*»»y»rtnt V0" ftnd ■ to"*1
pnu on (!>• Mma tut anywhara m
MICMO^O up t« • mo* -

I
<i

check out: www.hgHews.com

For Rent

BEST DEAL

Wo Will Not B« Undersold

a 1 V
0 1 1
1 I 0

$ I ^•_"»s/monITH/

• Haven House

Oil Change
and Tire Rotation

ANSWERS

-

• Fox Run

San
ON ANY 4 TIRES

Fam. member
San Francisco
Han sport
Swimming hole
Baltimore player
Agcy. lor intl.
cooperation
Granular seasoning
Deere products
Challenger
Courtyards
Pianist John
Beverly Archer on
"Mama's FamilySinger Vince
Untidy person

768K D^L

2 sublcasers needed ASAP lor large
2 bdrm , 1.5 bath apt. Dishwasher.
A/C. W/D, porch, free access to
health spa w/ indoor pool & gym
$555'mo & util. Call 419-792-0084.
3 bdrm. houses avail, tor 2005-06
school yr Avail, starling Aug. 2005
12 mo. lease, $1000 per mo & util
216, 220 & 236 Troup St.
419-308-1405

1

'

"Now renting for 05-06 Sch. Yr
Houses. Lg & Sm. Occupancy allowed for 3 to 8 students per unit
Also Apts all next to campus Listing Avail 24.7 • 316 E. Merry #3 or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm for info
Will mail.

2 BDRM/ 2 bath house in quiet
neighborhood, garage, yard
320 Meeker St., No pets/smoking .
$645 419-308-1915

mum FOR

i

1 bdrm apl 854 8lh SI S385/mo &
elec 6,9. and 12 mo lease avail.
Call 419-392-3354.

iBARTENDING' $300'day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

For Sale

is

The Daily Crossword
Fix *•*
DACOR
brought to you by
r^ ^ V^ l 1

2 bdrm house, 1 1/2 baths, w/d.
newly painted, excellent cond. Avail
now! $700/mo * util. 414 S. Summit
Call 354-6036

Help Wanted

Personals

DO YOU LOVE D C 1
THE WASHINGTON CENTER
finds Internships in Washington DC.
w/ housing lor all majors--for credit
Come lo tho Info Session
Thursday . November 18. 2004
STUDENT UNION-316
2 30 - 3:30 PM
Questions Call Career Center
372-2451

For i he latest assault,
ii immanders had time to plan.
USO, the Iraqi and U.S.
governments were determined
to wipe out the insttrgent nest.
And the Iraqi troops, who
melted away in April, stood
their ground.
Even
the
worldwide
outcry was muted diis time, bj
revulsion at an insurgency
blamed for grisly beheadings
of hostages.
As quick its the assault
was,
perhaps thousands
were killed and maimed,
most
of
them
Iraqi
defenders.
Natonski
put
the
toll
of
guerrillas killed at more than
1200.
A
military
statement
yesterday said diat 38 U.S.
troops had been killed and 275
were wounded so far in the
operation.

• Indoor Heated Pool
• Newly Renovated
•New Equipment
■ Sauna

1045 N. Main St. or
Check our website at
www.meccabg.com
for complete listing

